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The objective of this paper is to make progress toward answering one of the most
critical open questions in Economics: What determines preferences? The notion
that people are endowed with exogenously fixed preferences plays a central role
in classical choice theory, but many critics of the classical paradigm, both from
within and outside the field, have expressed skepticism concerning that premise.
For example, Bowles (1998) emphasizes the role of social influences and likens the
process of preference formation to the acquisition of an accent. Recent empirical
research implies that preferences respond to both opportunities and experiences.1
In defending the classical paradigm, some point out that it posits fixed intertemporal preferences, rather than fixed momentary preferences. For example,
it can accommodate the possibility that the repeated consumption of pizza can
* Bernheim: Stanford University. bernheim@stanford.edu. Braghieri: Stanford University. lucabrag@stanford.edu. Martı́nez-Marquina: Stanford University. amm15@stanford.edu. Zuckerman:
Stanford University. dzuckerm@stanford.edu. We would like to thank seminar participants at Harvard University, NYU, Northwestern University’s Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Princeton
University, Stanford University, University of Toronto, and UCSB, as well as three referees for helpful
comments.
1 Various branches of the literature document how preferences change in response to opportunities
(e.g., Cohn et al., 2015), traumatic events (e.g., Voors et al., 2012; Callen et al., 2014; Cameron and
Shah, 2015; Danzer, Danzer and Fehr, 2016; Eckel, El-Gamal and Wilson, 2015; Hanaoka, Shigeoka
and Watanabe, 2018; Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales, 2018), cultural influences (e.g., Ichino and Maggi,
2000; Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales, 2006; Benjamin, Choi and Strickland, 2010; Atkin, 2013; Cohn,
Fehr and Marechal, 2014; Atkin, Colson-Sihra and Shayo, 2019), family influences (e.g., Fernández, Fogli
and Olivetti, 2004; Washington, 2008), and institutional influences (e.g., Nunn and Wantchekon, 2011;
Gruber and Hungerman, 2008; Fouka, 2020). For general discussions, see Bowles (1998) and Fehr and
Hoff (2011).
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lead a consumer either to develop a taste for pizza or to become sick of it.2 Still,
the classical paradigm cannot accommodate other potentially important forms
of preference endogeneity, including the possibility that people exercise a degree
of direct control over their tastes, and not merely indirect control through their
consumption choices. Highly visible manifestations of deliberate preference selection include the adoption of philosophies and religions, as well as participation in
certain forms of psychotherapy.
This paper proposes and develops a dynamic theory of preference formation
in which people adopt worldviews that shape their judgments about their experiences. In other words, we endogenize preferences by making them the objects
of constrained choice. We are certainly not the first to follow this path; see,
for example, the discussion of Akerlof and Kranton (2000), Palacios-Huerta and
Santos (2004), and other related papers in Section IV. We assume that society
presents each of its members with a collection of pure worldviews, and that each
individual can choose to subscribe to one or more of those perspectives; in the
latter case, she holds a mixed worldview that evaluates outcomes according to a
weighted average of the component worldviews.
The most novel aspect of our framework is that it highlights the role of a trait we
call mindset flexibility. In settings with changing preferences, people can evaluate
future outcomes either according to their current worldview, or according to the
worldview they expect to hold when outcomes materialize.3 Mindset flexibility
determines the relative weights attached to the current and future perspectives.
Intermediate degrees of mindset flexibility give rise to time inconsistency, and (as
we demonstrate) generate rich behavioral dynamics, thereby illuminating a wide
range of applications and providing potential accounts for a variety of observed
phenomena.
We begin by providing a collection of results concerning the dynamics of preference formation. In a simple infinite-horizon setting with two worldviews and
two actions, we identify two cases that encompass the set of behavioral patterns
potentially exhibited by sophisticated decision makers.
 In the first case, the consumer immediately jumps to one of the two pure
worldviews. Both pure worldviews are absorbing states, so she makes no
further changes. Whether she jumps to one worldview or the other depends
on her initial mixed worldview.
 In the second case, the consumer moves gradually toward one of the pure
worldviews. In other words, despite the absence of any new information,
she changes her mind slowly, but not by enough to modify her behavior.
Eventually she reaches a critical threshold at which she changes her behav2 In that spirit, Becker and Murphy (1988) model the taste changes that accompany addiction by
positing intertemporal complementarities.
3 In principle, they could also evaluate those outcomes based on preferences they expect to hold in
other future periods, or that they have held in the past. We addressed these possibilities in an earlier
version of this paper (Bernheim et al., 2019).
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ior and completes the transition to a pure worldview. Thus, our theory
generates “changes of heart” that result from contemplation of non-trivial
duration. Moreover, as in the first case, the consumer ultimately settles on
a “purist” perspective.
We identify conditions under which the multiplicity of absorbing states present
in the first case generalizes beyond models with two worldviews and two actions.
This property proves important in some of our applications. We also briefly
discuss naive behavior. In settings with multiple pure worldviews, we show that
naive agents can act as “serial true believers,” leaping from one pure worldview
to the next in quick succession until they find one that sticks.
A society’s menu of pure worldviews can expand either due to contact with other
cultures, or to worldview invention and entrepreneurism. We identify two interesting patterns that can arise with the introduction of new worldviews. First, the
addition of extreme worldviews can generate reactionary responses. In a setting
where people are willing to migrate from a “conservative” worldview to a “moderate” one, the introduction of a “liberal” worldview (say from another culture)
can harden traditionalism. Second, the addition of an intermediate worldview
can provide a gateway that facilitates the migration of the population from one
extreme to another. Thus, in a setting where people are unwilling to migrate from
a “conservative” worldview to a “liberal” one, the introduction of a “moderate”
worldview can make this transition possible.
After exploring the dynamics of preference adjustment, we turn to applications.
The list of applications explored in this paper is reasonably long because we hope
to convey the value of looking at a wide variety of applied phenomena through
the lens of our theory, and to suggest that the theory has the potential to provide
considerable unification. The following is a brief synopsis:
 The origins of closed-mindedness. While much of our analysis treats mindset flexibility as a fixed personality trait, we acknowledge that different
worldviews can potentially prescribe different degrees of open-mindedness
or closed-mindedness. Accordingly, as an extension, we endogenize mindset flexibility. We demonstrate that people are naturally drawn to inflexible
outlooks because inflexibility helps them resolve the core time-inconsistency
problem.
 Social influences, conformity, and assimilation. According to the leading
economic theories of conformity, social equilibrium either homogenizes beliefs or promotes a shared understanding of social conventions and norms.
Many psychologists, sociologists, and anthropologists envision a separate
route to conformity involving the convergence of preferences. One leading school of thought traces its routes to Festinger (1954), who emphasized
the role of “tension systems.” We show that our theory provides a formal
account of the dynamics Festinger envisioned.
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 The “sour grapes effect” and related phenomena. According to our theory,
compelling or inducing a consumer to take a particular action for a limited
period of time leads her to rationalize her experience through the choice
of a consonant worldview, thereby generating a permanent change in preferences, and hence a durable change in behavior, that persists long after
the inducement or compulsion is removed. Additionally, when the duration
of compulsion is uncertain, people initially display a degree of resistance,
acquiescing gradually. These principles have multiple applications.
 Large-scale and small-scale risk aversion. One of the best-known puzzles
in behavioral economics concerns the incompatibility of risk aversion in
observed small-stakes and large-stakes gambles. We show that our theory
can resolve this puzzle by largely decoupling large-stakes risk preferences
from small-stakes risk preferences.
 Polarization. Our theory provides a potential explanation for the phenomenon of polarization. Within our framework, there is a robust tendency for people to adopt pure worldviews that credit only one point of
view, rather than mixed worldviews that credit many. Polarization follows
directly from this “purist” tendency.

We organize the paper as follows. Section I sets forth the basic model. Section
II explores the dynamics of preference formation. Section III investigates applications. Section IV discusses the relationship between our theory and other
analyses of endogenous preferences found in the literature. We adopt the somewhat unconventional practice of discussing the literature in detail after presenting
our analysis, rather than before, because this sequencing makes the nature of our
contribution more apparent. However, we also mention some of the most closely
related papers in context during the course of developing our theory. Section V
offers some brief conclusions and directions for subsequent research. All proofs
appear in an online appendix.
I.

The Basic Model

We envision a consumer who lives for T periods, where T may be either finite
or infinite. In each period t, her task is to select an action xt from a set Xt ⊂ X ,
where X contains all possible consumption options. The manner in which she
evaluates these options depends on her worldview – in other words, on the way in
which she defines “the good life,” and how she differentiates between success and
failure. The central tenet of our theory is that people exercise control over their
worldviews, and that they adopt the perspectives they consider most conducive
to their lifetime well-being. Of course, their evaluations of lifetime well-being
depend in turn on their worldviews. The mutual causality between the selection
of worldviews and the evaluation of well-being lies at the core of our theory.
We assume society presents the consumer with a fixed menu of pure worldviews,
J. One can think of a pure worldview as akin to a philosophy or religion, though
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we ultimately adopt more prosaic interpretations for some of our applications. For
the moment, we take the set of possible worldviews to be finite: J = {1, ..., n},
but the theory extends in a natural way to settings with infinitely many potential worldviews, and indeed some of our applications have this feature. When
the consumer holds pure worldview j, she evaluates her momentary experiences
according to the utility function uj : X → R.4 To be clear, the same worldview
may induce different utility functions for different consumers, depending on the
fit between the principles of the worldview and the individual’s internal wiring.
Throughout this paper, we assume the consumer discounts utility from future
experiences at the fixed rate δ.5
We allow for the possibility that consumers can subscribe to multiple worldviews
simultaneously. For this purpose, we define a mixed worldview as a vector of utility
weights, α = α1 , ..., αn ∈ ∆n (the unit simplex).6 When the consumer holds
mixed worldview α,X
she evaluates momentary experience according to the utility
function U (α, x) =
αj uj (x). Naturally, we can describe pure worldview j as a
j∈J

mixed worldview, α(j), such that αj (j) = 1 and αi (j) = 0 for i 6= j.
Our theory proceeds from the following four premises concerning the choice of
worldviews.
First, we assume that the set of possible worldviews is limited to α ∈ ∆n .7 We
see constraints on worldviews as arising from two sources. One is neurobiological
wiring: for example, even if we try to adopt the worldview that “nothing matters,”
we likely will not end up with a utility function of the form uj (x) = C for
all x ∈ X, where C is some constant. Each utility function uj is a reflection
of our motivational systems, and evolution has shaped those systems to ensure
patterns of attraction and aversion that promote our survival. Evolution may
preclude the full internalization of the “nothing matters” worldview because that
perspective inherently defeats the biological purpose of our motivational systems.8
Likewise, evolution may limit our ability to derive enjoyment from consequences
that are inherently inimical to survival. Still, a degree of flexibility to adjust
our motivations, within bounds, in response to changing circumstances may itself
be a useful adaptation (see Rayo and Becker, 2007, for a related evolutionary
argument). The second constraint is that, because worldviews are complicated
objects, it is difficult to invent them. We think of worldviews as collections of
4 Accordingly, our notion of a worldview is closely related to Akerlof and Kranton’s (2000) concept of
a “narrative,” which they relate to identity. In our theory, a worldview is not necessarily connected to
identity.
5 As we mention below, incorporating the consumer’s degree of patience into the chosen worldview is
possible, but adds complexity.
6 We use superscripts to denote the components of α so we can use subscripts to denote time.
7 Our theory is also applicable to settings in which the set of feasible worldviews is a subset of ∆n ,
as it might be, for example, if two pure worldviews clashed irreconcilably. The current paper does not
examine applications involving such restrictions.
8 Indeed, Rayo and Becker (2007) argue that evolution favors utility functions that exhaust the feasible
range of motivational responses, in order to promote the greatest possible discernment.
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principles, the adoption of which leads the consumer to conclude that certain
options are better than others. Consumers may be understandably reluctant to
embrace worldviews that encompass sufficiently incompatible principles, or at
least averse to the resulting cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1954), and complete
internal consistency is difficult to achieve. In our theory, society offers a menu
of prefabricated worldviews to its members, most of whom limit themselves to
combinations of those options. Of course, successful innovation sometimes occurs,
and our theory will allow us to examine the effects of injecting new worldviews
into a social system (see Section II.B).
Second, we assume that the internalization of a new worldview is not instantaneous. We cannot decide to live our lives by different principles immediately.
Instead, the process of self-acclimatization and indoctrination to new principles
takes time. For simplicity, we assume the consumer chooses the period t mixed
worldview in period t − 1. Naturally, one could introduce more elaborate adjustment processes. The length of these periods likely depends on the application: it
is reasonable to assume that people can adjust minor aspects of their worldviews
more rapidly than core principles.
Third, we assume the consumer evaluates her current experience according to
her current worldview. She does not attach importance to old worldviews she has
discarded, nor is she concerned about her future attitudes toward memories of
her current experience. In an earlier version of this paper (Bernheim et al., 2019),
we relaxed the latter restriction, and showed how the accumulation of “memory
capital” can lead consumers to become “set in their ways” as they age (because
a change in worldviews degrades the value of memory capital).
Our fourth premise pertains to a critical question that lies at the core of our
analysis: how does the consumer evaluate the future experiences she will have
after changing her worldview? In two-period settings (T = 2), we can depict
the range of possibilities comprehensively by assuming that, in period 1, she
evaluates period-2 experience by applying some blend of her period-1 and period2 worldviews. In other words, we assume she cares about the feelings she expects to have in the future, but also judges the experience that produces those
feelings based on her current outlook. Formally, she evaluates the trajectory
σ1 = ((α1 , x1 ) , (α2 , x2 )) according to the following aggregator, V :
V (σ1 ) = U (α1 , x1 ) + δ [(1 − λ)U (α2 , x2 ) + λU (α1 , x2 )]
We interpret λ ∈ [0, 1] as a mindset flexibility parameter. When λ = 1, the
consumer is perfectly mindset inflexible, in the sense that she evaluates the future
according to her current worldview. As an example, consider someone who is both
highly religious and extremely unhappy. Upon noticing that heathens are generally much happier, she considers giving up her faith. However, she rejects this
course of action because she recognizes that she would be deriving happiness from
actions she currently regards as sinful, even though she understands that upon
becoming a heathen she would have no objection to those actions. In contrast,
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when λ = 0, the consumer is perfectly mindset flexible, in the sense that she evaluates the future according to her future worldview. As an example, someone who
is bored and looking for a new hobby may “cultivate an interest” (for example,
in stamp collecting) precisely because she wishes to become emotionally engaged
with, and thereby derive pleasure from, an activity that she may initially enjoy
only to a limited extent. The cases of greatest interest lie between the extremes
of perfect mindset flexibility and inflexibility.
Modeling decision problems with longer T -period horizons requires a generalization of the two-period formulation. The simplest extension, which we adopt
throughout the current paper, assumes that in period t < t0 , the consumer attaches weight 1 − λ to period t0 well-being as experienced under the period t0
worldview, and weight λ to period t0 well-being evaluated according to her period t worldview. Thus, in period t, she evaluates the continuation trajectory
σt = ((αt , xt ) , (αt+1 , xt+1 ) , ...) according to the following aggregator, Vt :9
(1)

Vt (σt ) = U (αt , xt ) +

T −t
X

δ k [(1 − λ)U (αt+k , xt+k ) + λU (αt , xt+k )]

k=1

In effect, the preceding specification assumes that the consumer does not care
about any future utility derived either from anticipation or memory. As a result,
her period-t evaluation of her anticipated period-t0 experience (for t0 > t) depends
only on the enjoyment she expects to derive from actions taken in period t0 and
her current judgment of those actions.
While appealing (at least as a reasonable starting point), this formulation excludes some interesting possibilities. For example, it cannot accommodate chosen
worldviews that encompass patience (δ). In an earlier version of this paper (Bernheim et al., 2019), we proposed an alternative formulation of preferences with a
recursive structure, in which the consumer places weight on her future views of
continuation utility, rather than instantaneous utility. We then used that formulation to derive an explanation for the greater patience exhibited by the Depression
cohort (Kapteyn, Alessie and Lusardi, 2005).
For most of our analysis, we treat λ as an exogenous personality characteristic.
However, it is important to acknowledge that λ may differ from one application
to the next, as our motivating examples of religion and postage stamp collection
suggest. Moreover, many philosophies and religions take positions on the desirability of open-mindedness. Endogenizing λ is therefore of interest. We consider
this possibility as an extension in Section III.A.
Critically, any λ > 0 implies that the consumer is time-inconsistent. That property plays a featured role in our analysis. As in other contexts, the implications of
9 Readers may notice a resemblance between this formulation and models of projection bias (see
Loewenstein, O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2003). From a formal perspective, the key difference is that
consumers freely choose the stream of mixed worldviews in our model. Also, we do not interpret the
model as depicting false beliefs about future attitudes or tastes.
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time inconsistency differ according to the nature of consumers’ expectations about
their own future behavior. We distinguish between naive consumers, who assume
incorrectly that their desired trajectory of worldviews will actually materialize
(but who correctly account for the effect of worldview on the chosen action),10
and sophisticated consumers, who correctly anticipate their own future worldviews and choices. Sophisticated behavior corresponds to the Markov-perfect
equilibrium of an intertemporal game where each “self” essentially chooses its
successor. For the most part (but not exclusively), the current paper concerns
sophisticated agents. An earlier version of this paper (Bernheim et al., 2019)
contains additional results concerning naivete.
As formulated, our model of preferences assumes that changing worldviews
is psychologically costless. As an extension, one could easily incorporate psychic
costs of self-indoctrination, and indeed we explore this possibility in an application
involving risk aversion; see Section III.D. It is worth noting, however, that one
can also interpret our simple model as depicting a consumer with perfect mindset
flexibility who incurs costs when changing worldviews that are proportional to
the implied changes in evaluations.11
Because preferences formally encompass subjective beliefs, it is natural to wonder whether one can also interpret our theory as describing the dynamics of processes involving chosen beliefs (Brunnermeier and Parker, 2005, Benabou and
Tirole, 2016). While we do not in principle object to this interpretation, some
caveats are in order. First, in our framework, there is no counterpart to correct beliefs, which effectively anchor chosen beliefs in Brunnermeier and Parker
(2005). As a result, the theory predicts the eventual adoption of “purist” perspectives which, under the “chosen belief” interpretation, amounts to subjective
certainty. That implication may be implausible in many applications involving
beliefs. Second, equation (1) may not be the most natural formulation of intertemporal preferences under the “chosen belief” interpretation. The usual rationale for
modeling preferences over beliefs is that people experience anticipatory emotions.
In that case, it would seem a bit odd to assume that, regarding an experience
in some future period t0 , the consumer cares only about emotions experienced in
t0 and the current period t, but not those experienced in any intervening period
(t00 : t < t00 < t0 ). These concerns do not necessarily arise when one interprets α
as non-probabilistic preference weights.

10 Our definition of naivete is not quite the same as O’Donoghue and Rabin’s (1999), because we do
not assume the consumer necessarily expects to have unchanging preferences. However, the two concepts
are closely related.
PT −t k
11 Specifically, we can rewrite the consumer’s utility as V (σ ) = U (α , x ) +
t t
t
t
k=1 δ U (αt+k , xt+k ) −
PT −t k
λΓt (σt ), where Γt (σt ) = k=1 δ [U (αt+k , xt+k ) − U (αt , xt+k )] represents the costs of future changes
in worldview.
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The Dynamics of Preference Adjustment

The preceding models raise a variety of general questions about the dynamics of preference adjustment. Will people ultimately gravitate toward “purist”
perspectives? Will they arrive at stable worldviews in a single step, or through
gradual adjustment? Will their actions change immediately, or must new ideas
“percolate,” with behavior changing after non-trivial periods of contemplation?
Will people draw bright lines because they fear “slippery slopes”? How are the
dynamics of preference formation affected by the introduction of new worldviews?
We explore each of these issues in this section.
A.

Some basic results

For the moment, we will focus on infinite horizon models (T = ∞) with two
actions (Xt = {1, 2} ∀t > 0) and two possible pure worldviews (J = {1, 2}). We
will assume that the worldviews imply different optimal actions, and label the
alternatives so that action i is optimal under worldview i. We will also assume
that worldview 2 offers the “happier” perspective in the sense that u2 (2) > u1 (1).
Because there are only two pure worldviews, we will simplify the notation by
using α in place of α1 .
Under our assumptions, there exists ᾱ ∈ (0, 1) such that the consumer chooses
action 1 when α > ᾱ and action 2 when α < ᾱ (equality implies indifference).
The following formula is easily checked:
ᾱ =

u2 (2) − u2 (1)
[u2 (2) − u2 (1)] + [u1 (1) − u1 (2)]

In this setting, a (pure-strategy) Markov-perfect equilibrium (MPE ) is a subgameperfect Nash equilibrium in which period-t choices depend only on the state variable, αt . Formally, consider a sequence of functions (φt , zt ) for t ∈ Z+ (the positive
integers) such that φt : [0, 1] → [0, 1] maps the period-t mixed worldview (αt ) into
the chosen worldview for period t+1 (αt+1 ), and zt : [0, 1] → X maps the period-t
worldview (αt ) into the chosen action for period t (xt ). For any such sequence
and for each period s, we can define a function Ves (αs+1 , xs ; αs ) that maps the
choice of the next period’s mixed worldview and the current period’s action into
aggregate utility, conditional on the current period’s mixed worldview, under the
assumption that (φt , zt ) will govern choices for all future periods t > s.12 Then
((φ1 , z1 ) , (φ2 , z2 ) , ...) is a Markov-perfect equilibrium iff (φs (αs ) , zs (αs )) maximizes Ves (αs+1 , xs ; αs ) for all s and αs . It is immediate that, in any MPE, we
for each s, αs , αs+1 , and xs , define α0s+2 = φs+1 (αs+1 ), and then recursively α0s+k+1 =
0
φs+k (αs+k ) for all k > 1 (where we have suppressed the dependence of α0s+k+1 on s, αs , αs+1 , and
xs for the sake of notational compactness). Also define x0s+1 = zs+1 (αs+1 ), and x0s+k = zs+k (α0s+k )
for k > 1. Let σs0 (xs , αs , αs+1 ) = ((αs , xs ), (αs+1 , x0s+1 ), (α0s+2 , x0s+2 ), ...). Then Ves (αs+1 , xs ; αs ) ≡
Vs (σs0 (xs , αs , αs+1 )).
12 Specifically,
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must have zt (α) ∈ z ∗ (α), where z ∗ is the static optimal action correspondence.13
A stationary MPE has the property that (φt , zt ) = (φt0 , zt0 ) for all t, t0 .
Our characterization of Markov-perfect equilibria distinguishes between the following two cases.
 Case 1: u1 (1) > u2 (1)
 Case 2: u1 (1) < u2 (1)

For Case 2, worldview 2 leads to greater happiness irrespective of the action
taken. In other words, it “happiness-dominates” worldview 1. For Case 1, neither
worldview happiness-dominates the other.
Our characterization of stationary MPE for Case 1 references the following
threshold weight:



u2 (2) − u1 (1)
1−λ
∗
> ᾱ
α = ᾱ +
λ
[u2 (2) − u2 (1)] + [u1 (1) − u1 (2)]
PROPOSITION 1: Consider Case 1, and assume λ ∈ [0, 1).14 A stationary MPE
exists. Furthermore, the Markov policy function governing the evolution of worldviews takes the following form:15


if α < α∗
0
φ (α) = 1
if α > α∗


0 or 1 if α = α∗
As λ approaches unity (perfect mindset inflexibility), α∗ converges to ᾱ, reducing
the set of initial conditions for which the consumer chooses the happier worldview.
As λ declines (greater mindset flexibility), α∗ increases, expanding that set. For
sufficiently small λ, we have α∗ > 1, which means the consumer chooses αt+1 = 0
(all weight on worldview 2) regardless of αt . A bit of algebra reveals that α∗ < 1
if and only if
(2)

λu1 (2) + (1 − λ)u2 (2) < u1 (1) ,

which simply states that, from the perspective of worldview 1, the consumer is
happier with worldview 1 (choosing action 1) than with worldview 2 (choosing
action 2).
Figure 1 exhibits the structure of the policy function described in Proposition
1. Each value of αt , shown on the horizontal axis, maps to either αt+1 = 0 or
13 The only flexibility in selecting z (α) involves the values of α for which the consumer is indifferent
t
between at least two actions.
14 When λ = 1, the agent only cares about future actions. Thus, she is indifferent among all worldviews
that lead to the same actions. We exclude this case to avoid complicating the characterizations.
15 The consumer is indifferent in the case of α = α∗ . Consequently there are two stationary MPE
policy functions, one with φ(α∗ ) = 0, the other with φ(α∗ ) = 1.
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αt+1 = 1, shown on the vertical axis. Two aspects of this equilibrium deserve
emphasis.

Figure 1. : The structure of sophisticated and naive choice in Case 1.

First, as long as the individual is not too mindset-flexible (specifically, λ is large
enough to ensure that α∗ < 1), both α = 0 and α = 1 are absorbing states. This
property generalizes immediately to settings with more than two pure worldviews:
if the optimal action for a given pure worldview yields the greatest happiness
under that worldview, then the worldview is an absorbing states for sufficiently
large λ.16 This general property is worth stating as a separate result because it
will play an important role in a number of applications:
PROPOSITION 2: Suppose the number of pure worldviews and the number of
actions are both finite. Suppose further that, for each pure worldview i, the optimal
action, z ∗ (α(i)), is unique.17 Consider any worldview i such that ui (z ∗ (α(i))) >
uj (z ∗ (α(i))) for all j 6= i. There exists λi ∈ [0, 1) such that for λ ≥ λi , i is an
absorbing state in all stationary MPE.
Under the additional assumption that a unique worldview i maximizes uj (z ∗ (α(j))),
the condition ui (z ∗ (α(i))) > uj (z ∗ (α(i))) for all j 6= i is necessarily satisfied.
16 It is worth noting that the existence of multiple steady states remains possible when the action
space is a continuum. Suppose J = {1, 2}, X = [0, 1], ui is twice continuously differentiable and concave,
and z ∗ (α) is interior for all α. For λ sufficiently close to unity, the consumer considers large changes
from any initial worldview detrimental (because the optimal action changes discretely). Moreover, under
∂
U (α, z ∗ (α)) = u1 (x∗ (α)) − u2 (x∗ (α)).
standard regularity conditions, the envelope theorem implies ∂α
Consequently, if neither worldview happiness dominates the other, the consumer also considers small
movements away from any pure worldview detrimental.
17 Recall that α(i) is the mixed worldview that places all weight on pure worldview i.
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Therefore, for λ close to unity, the existence of at least one absorbing state follows as a corollary with considerable generality.
Returning to Proposition 1, the second property of note is that the consumer
always adjusts to a pure worldview in a single step. To illustrate the implications
of this observation, suppose she starts out in a steady state with worldview 1,
α = 1 > α∗ . If the environment unexpectedly changes in a way that yields
α∗ > 1 (for example, because u2 (2) increases), she will repudiate worldview 1 and
suddenly embrace worldview 2. Thus, the dynamics of preference adjustment
exhibit a “come-to-god” structure, evoking “moments of revelation.”
Next we turn our attention to Case 2, in which worldview 2 happiness-dominates
worldview 1. A consumer who starts out in worldview 1 taking action 1 would
like to switch to worldview 2 without also switching to action 2, but knows that
the second change would follow from the first. That said, she can move toward
worldview 2 and achieve some of the benefits of a happier perspective without
switching her action, provided αt remains above ᾱ. Of course, once she shifts her
worldview in that direction, she will become less averse to eventually switching
her action, and consequently will likely take a further step toward worldview 2.
Thus, a sophisticated consumer potentially recognizes that she faces a slippery
slope. However, as we show next, she never responds by refusing to cross some
bright line. Instead, she tiptoes her way up to the threshold ᾱ, and then jumps
the rest of the way to worldview 2 in a single step.
Formally, we will show that stationary MPE strategies belong to a class of
monotonic step functions, denoted M, each of which is characterized by some
finite sequence (α(1) , α(2) , ..., α(τ ) ) with α(1) = ᾱ < α(2) < ... < α(τ ) < 1, and has
the following structure:


0
f or α ∈ [0, α(2) )



(1)


f or α ∈ [α(2) , α(3) )
α
φ(α) = α(2)
f or α ∈ [α(3) , α(4) )


...



α(τ −1) f or α ∈ [ατ , 1]
Figure 2 illustrates a monotonic step function with five steps (τ = 5). The
steps define a series of tiers, [0, α(2) ), [α(2) , α(3) ), [α(3) , α(4) ), [α(4) , α(5) ), [α(5) , 1].
Within the first tier, the consumer moves in one step to pure worldview 2. Within
the second tier, she moves to α(1) = ᾱ, which lies within the first tier. Within all
other tiers, she moves to the lowest value of α within the next lowest tier, and
therefore eventually ends up at α = 0.
Our next result shows that sophisticated consumers adopt monotonic step functions.
PROPOSITION 3: Consider Case 2. There exists a stationary MPE for which
the policy function governing the evolution of worldviews is a monotonic step
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Figure 2. : The structure of sophisticated choice in Case 2.

function belonging to the set M, and all stationary MPE policy functions coincide
with it on a set of full measure. The number of steps is nondecreasing in λ, and
for any T ≥ 1 there exists λT such that the MPE policy function has T steps in
an open neighborhood of λT . Finally, as λ → 1, the number of steps increases
without bound, and φ(α) → α for all α > ᾱ.
Several implications of this proposition deserve emphasis. At first, despite the
absence of any new information, the consumer slowly changes her mind (that is,
reduces α), but not by enough to modify her action. Eventually she reaches a
critical threshold at which she changes her behavior and leaps to the alternative worldview. Thus, our theory generates “changes of heart” that result from
contemplation of non-trivial duration. It raises the possibility that a change in
the economic environment may affect behavior only after a delay, even if the
consumer notices the change immediately, because she changes her mind slowly.
Significantly, even highly mindset-inflexible individuals (large λ) display this pattern; they simply take longer to adjust. Indeed, one can make the period of
“contemplative evolution” arbitrarily long (and the steps arbitrarily small) by
taking λ sufficiently close to unity. Significantly, the consumer never responds to
the existence of this slippery slope by drawing a “bright line.”
Cases 1 and 2 both have the property that the consumer ultimately ends up
with a pure worldview, and arrives at it in a single dramatic step (e.g., from
α ≥ α to α = 0). It is straightforward to show that consumers also converge to
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purist perspectives in settings with an arbitrary number of worldviews, provided
the consumer is sufficiently mindset-flexible (see Proposition 5 in Bernheim et al.,
2019).18
We presented a parallel characterization of naive behavior in an earlier version of this paper (Bernheim et al., 2019). In Case 1, naive and sophisticated
consumers make identical choices. In Case 2, the naive consumer follows a monotonic step function with no more than two steps, and always reaches the steady
state in (weakly) fewer rounds than a sophisticated consumer. Intuitively, the
naive consumer believes she can switch from high values of α to α, the lowest
value consistent with choosing action 1, without triggering subsequent changes in
her worldview. However, she always switches from ᾱ to pure worldview 2 in the
ensuing period.
Naivete gives rise to particularly interesting patterns when the consumer chooses
from a rich set of “tailored” worldviews, by which we mean the following. Let
X I be the set of implementable actions – that is, actions for which there is some
worldview (mixed or pure) that gives rise to that action. We will make the following assumptions:
(i) For each x ∈ X I , there exists a pure worldview, αI (x), that implements x.
(ii) For each x ∈ X I , uαI (x) (x) > uj (x) for all j 6= αI (x).
Notice that, with two worldviews and two actions, Case 1 satisfies these assumptions. More generally, when they hold, a naive consumer is a “serial true
believer,” in the sense that she moves rapidly from one pure worldview to another
in a series of “come-to-god” moments, until she finds one that sticks.
PROPOSITION 4: Under assumptions (i) and (ii), a naive agent is a “serial
true believer.” She picks a pure worldview in every period, but changes it every
period for a finite number of rounds, then stops changing.
B.

Adding worldviews

The introduction of a new worldview, either as a “foreign influence” or an internal “innovation,” can profoundly affect how members of society behave. In this
section, we show how the existence of new worldviews can harden traditionalism
in some settings, while providing a “gateway” for social change in others.
Reactionary responses to new worldviews

First we consider the possibility that the introduction of a “liberal” worldview
may elicit a reactionary response among “conservatives,” undermining receptive18 The

argument is straightforward for the boundary caseX
in which λ = 0. With perfect mindset
flexibility, the consumer chooses future α and x to maximize
αj uj (x). For any fixed x, this function
j∈J

is linear in α. Optimizing the choice of x conditional on each α yields the upper envelope of these linear
functions, which is convex. Thus, the optimal value of α always involves a boundary solution, placing
all weight on a single worldview. We conjecture that consumers also converge to purist perspectives for
low levels of mindset flexibility, but we have not proven this conjecture.
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ness to change.19 We illustrate this possibility in a setting where people initially
choose between two actions and two worldviews. Action 1 is “traditional” and
action 2 is “modern.” Worldview 1 is “conservative” and worldview 2 is “moderate.” We assume that the traditional action is optimal under both worldviews.
Accordingly (as shown formally in the first part of the next proposition), people
will select the worldview that allows them to derive the greatest happiness from
that action – in other words, they will maximize ui (1) over the choice of i.
Imagine that, historically, the conservative outlook has been dominant and stable (u1 (1) > u2 (1)), but that contact with other “modern” cultures has changed
the environment in a way that now favors the moderate outlook (u2 (1) > u1 (1)).
Were this the only development, the population would migrate to the moderate worldview in a single period. Suppose, however, that contact with modern
cultures also introduces a “liberal” worldview, i = 3, that favors the modern
action (u3 (2) > u3 (1)). We will assume that this worldview delivers the greatest happiness (u3 (2) > u2 (1)), and indeed that people would switch immediately
from the moderate worldview to the liberal one if these were the only two options: u2 (1) < λu2 (2) + (1 − λ)u3 (2).20 To simplify some of the arguments,
we will also assume that worldview 3 does not happiness-dominate worldview 2
(u3 (1) < u2 (1)). Finally, we assume that conservatives are highly opposed to the
modern action (u1 (2) is low).
The following proposition consists of two parts. The first part verifies the
assertion stated above: under the indicated conditions, and in the absence of the
liberal worldview, people migrate immediately from the conservative worldview to
the moderate worldview. The second part demonstrates that the introduction of
the liberal worldview delays that migration. Greater aversiveness of conservatives
to modern actions (i.e., a lower value of u1 (2)) lengthens the delay, and can make
it arbitrarily long. In effect, the presence of the liberal worldview creates an
environment that resembles Case 2 of the simple model: knowing that a moderate
outlook will lead to liberalism and hence to modern actions, conservatives trade
off the lure of greater happiness against their repulsion from modernism, and
therefore tiptoe toward the moderate perspective instead of jumping to it quickly.

PROPOSITION 5: (i) When worldview 3 is not available: The consumer places
zero weight on worldview 1 after the first period in all stationary MPE.
(ii) When worldview 3 is available: For all T > 0, there exists KT with
limT →∞ KT = −∞ such that if u1 (2) < KT , a consumer who starts with pure
worldview 1 places strictly positive weight on that worldview for at least T periods
in all stationary MPE.
19 For

an example of a reactionary response, see Fouka (2020).
inequality implies that condition (2) is violated.

20 This
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New worldviews as gateways

We saw in the previous section that the introduction of a new extreme worldview
can engender resistance to change if its presence causes people to fear that they
might drift too far from their traditional values. Here we consider the opposite
possibility, that the introduction of an intermediate worldview may provide an
attractive stepping stone, thereby undermining traditionalism.
Suppose in particular that there are initially two worldviews, J = {1, 3}, respectively “conservative” and “liberal,” as well as two actions, X = {1, 2}, respectively “traditional” and “modern,” where the traditional (modern) action is
optimal under the conservative (liberal) worldview. Imagine also that Case 1
prevails with α∗ < 1, so that both pure worldviews are absorbing states, but
the “liberal” worldview is happier. Under these assumptions, local movements
toward liberalism (worldview 3) starting from conservatism (worldview 1) make
the consumer worse off, and her mindset flexibility is insufficiently high to justify
a leap from one end of the spectrum to the other.
Now suppose we introduce a “moderate” worldview (i = 2) that happinessdominates worldview 1, but not worldview 3, while reversing the preference ordering over the actions so as to favor the modern alternative. In particular,
u2 (2) > u2 (1), u2 (1) > u1 (1), and u2 (2) < u3 (2). Ignoring the liberal worldview
for the moment, Case 2 would prevail between the conservative and moderate
worldviews. Consequently, we would expect consumers to end up at the moderate worldview in finite time. Note, however, that upon reaching worldview 2, they
would in fact jump immediately to worldview 3 (inasmuch as both perspectives
favor action 2). According to worldview 1, it is better to end up at worldview 3
than worldview 2. Therefore, consideration of the eventual jump to worldview 3
only makes the transition between worldviews 1 and 2 more attractive.
The preceding intuition is incomplete because it does not consider all mixed
worldviews (e.g., those placing positive weight on both conservative and liberal
worldviews). Even so, our conclusion is valid:
PROPOSITION 6: Consider a setting with two actions, 1 and 2, and initially
two worldviews, 1 and 3. Assume that Case 1 prevails (with action 1 optimal
under worldview 1, action 2 optimal under worldview 3, u1 (1) < u3 (2), and α∗ <
1). There exists a class of pure worldviews the introduction of which gives rise to
MPE in which all consumers transit to worldview 3 in finite time, irrespective of
their initial worldviews.
Figure 3 illustrates the adjustment path starting from the conservative worldview
(i = 1), under the assumption that all three worldviews are available. The triangle
represents the unit simplex, and each point in the simplex corresponds to a set of
weights for the three pure worldviews. At first, the consumer stays on the edge
of the simplex connecting conservative (i = 1) and moderate (i = 2) worldviews.
She “tiptoes” toward the moderate worldview, as in Case 2 of the basic model.
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However, before reaching that pure worldview, she jumps to the liberal worldview
(i = 3).

Figure 3. : The worldview simplex displaying the sequence of worldviews an agent
takes who begins with all weight on Worldview 1 (lower left vertex). Here the
agent moves to placing all her weight on Worldview 3 in four steps.

III.
A.

Applications

The origins of closed-mindedness

So far we have treated the mindset-flexibility parameter λ as a fixed personality
trait. Yet many religions encourage mindset inflexibility by asserting uncompromising accounts of “absolute truth” that reject cultural relativism, while some
philosophies applaud open-minded adaptability. For certain purposes, it is therefore appropriate to treat λ as part of the worldview. Here we ask whether our
theory predicts a tendency for people to gravitate toward open- or close-minded
worldviews.
We extend the two-action two-worldview setting described in section II.A to
include many versions of each “basic” worldview, one for each degree of mindset
flexibility λ within some closed set Λ ⊆ [0, 1]. Let λ̄ denote the largest value of
λ ∈ Λ. We assume λ < 1, perhaps because our neurobiological wiring precludes
complete inflexibility.21
21 We also rule out the case of λ = 1 for a practical reason: it raises some technical issues that
complicate the analysis (see below).
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To understand the consumer’s incentives with respect to mindset flexibility, recall that she suffers from time inconsistency. Assuming she is sophisticated, she
anticipates that a change in her current worldview will in some circumstances lead
to further changes, contrary to her contemporaneous wishes. Choosing a worldview with a relatively inflexible mindset is essentially a (partial) commitment to
future worldviews, which (partially) resolves the time-inconsistency problem. To
illustrate, suppose in particular that Case 2 prevails. A consumer who starts out
with worldview 1 would like to shift to the mixed paradigm ᾱ and stay there
forever, choosing action 1. With λ < 1 she takes smaller steps because she knows
the slope is slippery. However, intuition suggests that, with λ = 1, she can safely
move to ᾱ without the risk of drifting into the territory where she would pick
action 2. While this intuition is not quite complete,22 it points us in the right
direction. Consequently, as our next proposition demonstrates, the theory yields
an endogenous explanation for the prevalence of inflexible worldviews.

PROPOSITION 7: Consider a setting with two potential actions and two basic
worldviews, either of which can be paired with any λ ∈ Λ. Suppose action i is
the unique optimum for basic worldview i, and that basic worldview 2 happinessdominates basic worldview 1 (Case 2 of the simple model). Let (α, λ) denote the
initial worldview. Under the stated conditions, a stationary MPE exists. Furthermore, for all stationary MPE, if the consumer
selects αt+1 > ᾱ in period t, she

also selects maximal inflexibility λt+1 = λ̄ . Finally, for all αt > ᾱ, there exists
λ < 1 such that if λ̄ > λ, then λt ∈ (λ, λ̄] implies αt+1 > ᾱ.

It is worth emphasizing that Proposition 7 does not establish a general preference
for inflexibility. Rather, it states that the consumer will be maximally inflexible if
her choice of worldview for the subsequent period involves a value of α exceeding
α. (The final portion of the proposition also establishes that there are conditions
under which the consumer makes such choices.) She has no reason to seek a
commitment in Case 1, or in Case 2 if she begins with a low α and would in any
event move immediately to pure worldview 2. In such cases the optimal choice of
λ becomes indeterminate.
The preceding analysis presupposes the absence of uncertainty. More generally,
uncertainty provides the consumer with a reason to preserve a degree of flexibility.
As in other settings with dynamic inconsistency, the optimal strategy then reflects
a balance between these competing objectives.
22 When λ = 1, the consumer only cares about her future worldviews to the extent they affect her
future actions. Consequently, she is indifferent between choosing (α = α, λ = 1) and (α > α, λ ≤ 1),
provided the two continuation paths lead to the same trajectory of actions. Focusing on cases with λ < 1
avoids this complication.
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Social influences, conformity, and assimilation

Accumulating evidence shows that people often adjust their behavior to conform
with the choices of others, either partially or fully.23 Economic theories variously
attribute this tendency to factors such as community sanctions (Akerlof, 1980),
social signaling (Bernheim, 1994), and the information conveyed by others’ choices
(Banerjee, 1992, Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer and Welch, 1992). In all of these
theories, preferences are fixed. Social equilibrium either standardizes inferences
or promotes a shared understanding of social conventions and norms.
Many psychologists, sociologists, and anthropologists envision a separate route
to conformity involving the convergence of preferences. One leading school of
thought traces its roots to Festinger (1954), who emphasized the role of “tension
systems.” According to this view, people inherently dislike being in a state of
disagreement with other members of their social group. One common response
to “social dissonance” is to conform – i.e., mimic observable manifestations of
the predominant attitude. That response creates unpleasant dissonance between
the individual’s actions and their true attitudes. According to Festinger, the
individual resolves this internal dissonance by gradually bringing their outlook in
line with their observable behavior. Thus a predominant attitude is eventually
internalized and becomes a general motivation for behavior.
Our theory of chosen preferences yields a formal account of Festinger’s hypothesized dynamic. For the purposes of interpreting our model and results, it helps
to have in mind a concrete application of cultural assimilation. Imagine that
Antonio moves to the United States where he finds himself immersed in a community obsessed with American football. His friends and co-workers gather on
weekends to watch televised NFL and college games, and they talk incessantly
about the sport. To avoid being treated as an outsider, Antonio joins their gatherings and forces himself to learn enough about football to carry on conversations
without embarrassment. Though he initially derives no real pleasure from the
games themselves, he is determined to make the best of a situation he cannot
reasonably avoid, and deliberately cultivates an appreciation of football. Over
time, as his intentionally acquired taste for football takes root, he assimilates,
and starts watching games in private for his own personal enjoyment.24
Formally, as in Section II.A, we focus on an infinite horizon model (T = ∞) in
which society offers two possible pure worldviews, J = {1, 2} (e.g., one that values
23 The classic reference is Asch (1956). As examples of more recent work, Chen et al. (2010) document
conformism in voluntary contributions to an online community, and Fouka (2019) examine assimilation
efforts by German immigrants to the U.S.
24 Other examples abound. A liberal who moves to a conservative area might find it expedient to express
conservative views publicly while nevertheless continuing to vote for liberals. Over time, she might make
the best of her circumstances by deliberately nudging herself toward some conservative perspectives
in order to feel more comfortable socially, thereby eventually turning herself into a conservative voter.
Similarly, a lover of classical music who moves to Nashville might simulate an appreciation of country
music in order to fit in, despite listening to Mozart in private. Over time, he might cultivate a sincere
taste for country music in order to make the best of his circumstances, thereby eventually turning himself
into a bona fide Tim McGraw fan.
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football and one that does not). We modify our earlier model by assuming that
the consumer makes a collection of simultaneous choices in each period. Payoffs
are additive across these decisions. As before, each choice involves two options
(e.g., whether to watch a football game), and the instantaneous intrinsic payoff
to action i under worldview j is uj (i).
Choices fall into two categories, public (e.g., whether to attend a gathering to
watch a game with friends) and private (e.g., whether to watch a game in private
in the absence of a gathering). We use θ to denote the ratio of the number of
public decisions to the number of private decision. Publicly choosing action i
generates a utility bonus or penalty of si (µ), where µ denotes the fraction of
social contacts who select action 1. Thus, the total payoff from action i under
worldview j is uj (i)+si (µ). To capture the notion that observable non-conformity
creates unpleasant dissonance,25 we assume that an increase in µ raises s1 and
reduces s2 . Let S(µ) = s1 (µ) − s2 (µ). For the sake of simplicity, we also assume
symmetry (s1 (µ) = s2 (1 − µ)), so that S(µ) is strictly positive for µ > 0.5 and
strictly negative for µ < 0.5.
We assume that, in the absence of social considerations, Case 1 of Section
II.A would prevail: u2 (2) > u1 (1) (worldview 2 is happier than worldview 1)
and u1 (1) > u2 (1) (worldview 2 does not happiness dominate worldview 1), with
α∗ < 1. Accordingly, without the pressure to conform, actions 1 and 2 would
both be absorbing states, one of which the consumer would reach in a single step,
regardless of her starting point.
We also assume that some prevailing equilibrium establishes the value of µ,
which we treat as fixed. In effect, we study the behavior of an individual who
joins a large and stable population. We take action 2 to be the prevalent choice,
which implies S(µ) < 0.
A consumer who arrives in period t with mixed worldview αt will behave as
follows. For each private choice, she will select action 1 if αt > α, action 2 if
αt < α, and either action if αt = α. For each public choice, she will select action
1 if αt > αP , action 2 if αt < αP , and either action if αt = αP , where
ᾱP =

u2 (2) − u2 (1) − S(µ)
[u2 (2) − u2 (1)] + [u1 (1) − u1 (2)]

Finally, we will assume that social pressure is so strong that the consumer chooses
action 2 for her public decisions regardless of her mixed worldview: u1 (1)−u1 (2)+
S(µ) < 0, which implies ᾱP > 1.
The following proposition shows how the behavior and attitudes of a consumer
who starts out with worldview 1 evolve over time. As long as the consumer is
25 It is important to emphasize that our conclusions do not depend on the particular mechanism that
generates public conformity. We have chosen a simple representation for convenience, but alternatively
could have employed other mechanisms, such as social sanctions, as in Akerlof (1980), or social signaling,
as in Bernheim (1994). In either case, appending our chosen preference mechanism would generate
Festinger’s assimilation dynamics.
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not too mindset-flexible and neither public nor private decisions are too prevalent, he immediately conforms publicly but not privately (e.g., joins gatherings
to watch football games, but does not watch alone), and then shifts gradually
from worldview 1 to worldview 2 (e.g., develops a taste for football) to eliminate the tension between his true attitudes and his public actions. This gradual
adjustment is particularly notable in light of the fact that the parameter values
fall into Case 1, which yields immediate adjustment for the settings considered
in section II. Eventually he assimilates, in the sense that he completely internalizes the prevailing attitude by adopting pure worldview 2, at which point he
conforms privately as well as publicly (e.g., watches football games by himself).
Thus, the evolution of his attitudes and behavior broadly matches the pattern
that Festinger described.26 The proof simply involves rewriting the model so that
it falls within the class examined in Section II.A, demonstrating that Case 2 in
fact prevails in the transformed model for intermediate values of θ, and applying
Proposition 3.
PROPOSITION 8: Assume ᾱP > 1. For λ sufficiently close to unity, there exist
θ1 > 0 and θ2 > θ1 such that the following characterization holds for θ ∈ (θ1 , θ2 ).
There exists a stationary MPE involving a monotonic step function with at least
two steps, and all MPE policy functions coincide with it on a set of full measure.
In this equilibrium, the consumer eventually transitions to worldview 2 regardless
of her starting point. A consumer who starts out with worldview 1 selects action
1 for all her private decisions for a finite number of periods until she fully adopts
pure worldview 2 (the final step), at which point she switches to action 2. She
selects action 2 for all of her public decisions in every period. The number of
steps in the MPE policy function is nondecreasing in λ, and for any T ≥ 1 there
exists λT such that the MPE policy function has T steps in an open neighborhood
of λT . As λ → 1, the number of steps increases without bound.
C.

The “sour grapes” effect and related phenomena

According to Elster (1983), “the preferences underlying a choice may be shaped
by... constraints,” a phenomenon known as adaptive preferences. As motivation,
he recounts the parable of the hungry fox who, upon discovering himself unable
to reach some otherwise appealing grapes, declares them sour and hence undesirable.27 Our theory provides a formal account of this “sour grapes” effect and
26 If the fraction of public decisions is small, both worldviews are absorbing states. The consumer
therefore conforms publicly, but never changes her worldview nor conforms privately. In Festinger’s
language, fear of social dissonance deters public individuality, but the resulting internal dissonance is
too weak to precipitate a true change in attitudes. In contrast, if the consumer is sufficiently mindsetflexible or the fraction of public decisions is large, she not only conforms publicly, but also converts to the
prevailing worldview instantaneously to avoid severe internal dissonance. The proof of the proposition 8
encompasses these cases.
27 Elster references the parable to raise the possibility that the fox might resolve not to desire the
grapes, or to form a positive desire not to eat them, rather than the possibility that the fox might form
a false belief that the grapes are sour.
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highlights some intriguing dynamic implications. Intuitively, a temporary restriction on a consumer’s opportunity set leads her to make the best of her experience
through the choice of a consonant worldview (the sour grapes effect). Moreover,
due to the “stickiness” of worldviews, the resulting changes in preferences and
behavior outlast the restriction, and can even be permanent in settings where
multiple worldviews are absorbing states (recall Proposition 2).
For the purpose of illustration, we will simplify by focusing on Case 1 of the
two-action two-worldview model, and assume α∗ < 1. Our first key observation,
summarized as part (a) of the next proposition, describes the effect of temporarily
removing one of the two actions from the opportunity set. For the purpose of
this result, we focus on quasi-stationary MPE, which satisfy stationarity after
the first K periods (i.e., once the structure of the problem becomes stationary).
Intuitively, if the consumer realizes she will have to choose action j in the first K
periods, and if K is large, she will make the best of this constraint by adopting
worldview j, which effectively rationalizes her outcome. But since worldview
j is an absorbing state, she will stay with it once the constraint is removed.
Thus, a temporary intervention can create a permanent change in behavior. The
same idea applies to temporary subsidies or taxes that increase or decrease the
attractiveness of an action; see part (b) of the proposition.
PROPOSITION 9: Consider Case 1 of the basic model, with λ < 1 and α∗ < 1.
(a) Suppose action i is not available in periods 1, ..., K. If K is sufficiently
large, then all quasi-stationary MPE have the property that the consumer chooses
pure worldview j 6= i, along with action j, in every period.
(b) Suppose a subsidy for action j increases u1 (j) and u2 (j), or a tax decreases
u1 (i) and u2 (i), by an amount σ for K periods. If ui (j) + σ > ui (i) (for i 6= j)
and K is sufficiently large, then all quasi-stationary MPE have the property that
the consumer chooses pure worldview j, along with action j, in every period.
This result has many potential applications. For example, a common assumption in the literature on intergenerational preference transmission is that parents
can select preferences for their children (e.g., Bisin and Verdier, 2001), but the
transmission mechanism is typically unexplained. Nor is it clear why children
stick with these preferences once they are on their own. Our theory provides a
more complete account of the durable transmission of cultural preferences. To
illustrate, we reinterpret the two-action two-worldview model as follows. Suppose
action 1 involves going to church, while taking action 2 involves avoiding church.
Action 1 is optimal under a religious outlook (worldview 1), while action 2 is optimal under a non-religious outlook (worldview 2). Applying Proposition 9, part
(a), we see that a child who is forced to attend church every Sunday will tend to
make the best of her experience by adopting a religious worldview. Assuming this
worldview is not happiness-dominated, it is an absorbing state. Consequently, the
child will remain religious even after she is on her own.28
28 The

simple model obviously does not capture all the complexities that can come into play. For
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In an earlier version of this paper (Bernheim et al., 2019), we discussed other
applications that potentially involve sour grapes effects along the lines of those
described in Proposition 9, including the following. (1) Authoritarian oppression
without coercion. People who suffer from oppression often express agreement with
the values that justify their oppressors (Nussbaum, 2001, Sen, 1985). Our theory provides an explanation:29 through temporary coercion, the authority can
induce a psychological reorientation that ensures lasting acquiescence.30,31 (2)
The cultivation of habits. A commitment to perform an activity, such as washing hands, for a period of time can result in it becoming habitual. According
to our theory, the commitment induces people to adopt durable worldviews that
rationalize the activity, for example by embracing the importance of hygiene.
(3) Densensitization. Systematic exposure to an aversive condition can reduce
the degree of aversion (Wolpe, 1961). In our theory, the exposure encourages
people to adopt durable worldviews that minimize the importance of its negative consequences. (4) Thriftiness of the Depression cohort. The cohort that
lived through the Great Depression is often described as more thrifty and patient
than its successors (Kapteyn, Alessie and Lusardi, 2005). Our theory leads to
the following explanation: during a severe and prolonged economic downturn,
the anticipation of eventual improvement implies that people can make the most
of their plight by cultivating more patient worldviews, the persistence of which
accounts for their greater patience.32 (5) Cultural impediments to development.
Noting that the introduction of institutions and opportunities does not automatically improve economic outcomes, some economists attribute the persistently
poor quality of life in developing countries to cultural factors such as “aspiraexample, it cannot account for children who rebel against their parents’ cultural preferences. A complete
theory of cultural transmission obviously requires a richer model.
29 For an alternative interpretation of oppression without coercion involving endogenous beliefs, see
Benabou (2013).
30 Chen and Yang (2019) document a practical example involving censorship in China. Although
enforcement of internet censorship is lax and easily circumvented, the consumption of foreign media
is low. However, in an experiment, people are willing to use an internet service that provides access
to censored material when they receive a small incentive payment, and consumption of foreign media
remains persistently high after the incentive is removed. Seen through the lens of Proposition 9, part
(a), strict censorship in China drove the population to the isolationist worldview that discounts the value
of foreign media. Censorship survived with lax enforcement because that worldview was an absorbing
state. Chen and Yang’s experiment temporarily induced subjects to consume foreign media, thereby
shifting them toward globalist worldviews, as described in Proposition 9, part (b). Chen and Yang offer
a quote from Neil Postman that evokes our interpretation: “What Orwell feared were those who would
ban books. What Huxley feared was that there would be no reason to ban books, for there would be no
one who would want to read them.”
31 Proposition 9 points to an interesting incentive problem: if the coercion is of sufficient duration to
induce people to change their worldviews, this response will occur before the coercion ends (immediately
in the simple model). But if coercion is costly, the authority will dispense with it as soon as people
switch worldviews. Anticipating that response, each individual will expect coercion to end quickly,
and consequently will not switch to begin with. In Bernheim et al. (2019), we show that there is an
equilibrium involving periodic and unpredictable crackdowns targeted at a population segment that never
fully acquiesces.
32 As we mentioned in section I, the simple formulation of preferences adopted in this paper does
not permit us to endogenize patience (the discount factor). For this purpose, the recursive formulation
developed in our earlier working paper (Bernheim et al., 2019) is required.
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tion failures” (Genicot and Ray, 2017). According to our theory, people adopt
worldviews that de-emphasize the value of opportunities that are not available,
and those attitudes can prove durable even with institutional changes that create
those opportunities.33 (6) Overcoming prejudice. Involuntary intergroup contact
can reduce intergroup prejudice (Pettigrew and Tropp, 2006, Rao, 2019). According to our theory, this contact fosters the durable adoption of worldviews
that celebrate diversity. Likewise, positive and humorous (but non-stereotypical)
depictions of minorities in entertainment media can reduce prejudice without
conveying real information (Ford, 1997, Schiappa, Gregg and Hewes, 2006). Our
theory suggests that people respond to such entertainment by adopting durable
worldviews (inclusive attitudes) that maximize the enjoyment they derive from
it. (7) Coping with religious doubts. Blaise Pascal argued that a temporary commitment to participate in rituals can lead to lasting religious faith (Pascal, 1958;
see also Dennett, 2006). In our theory, the expectation of sufficiently sustained
participation leads people to make the most of their experience by cultivating
faith, a durable worldview. (8) Marketing strategies. Temporary inducements to
begin using products may have strong effects on demand. In our theory, these inducements can encourage the adoption of worldviews that attribute greater value
to the benefits the products provide.
In a related application, we also showed in Bernheim et al. (2019) that our
theory provides a potential explanation for the endowment effect. In the canonical
experiment (Knetsch, 1989; Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler, 1990), half of the
subjects, chosen at random, receive coffee mugs, while the others do not. Contrary
to the predictions of standard theory, considerably fewer than half the mugs
change hands once a market for mugs unexpectedly opens. Furthermore, the
willingness to accept (WTA) for mugs among those who receive them is roughly
twice the willingness to pay (WTP) among those who do not. These effects are
substantially attenuated when trading opportunities are anticipated (MarzilliEricson and Fuster, 2011).
Our theory explains these patterns as follows. A participant who receives a mug,
and who does not anticipate subsequent trading opportunities, has an incentive
to convince herself that mugs are desirable.34 But why does that effect persist
once the trading opportunities materialize, at which point she learns that her
opportunities are actually independent of her initial mug assignment? According
to our theory, the answer is that, once a worldview is adopted, it becomes “sticky”
(much as Proposition 9 suggests). In particular, having already talked herself
into the view that mugs are desirable, she does not completely talk herself out of
it. In contrast, when she recognizes from the outset that her opportunities will
be independent of her initial mug assignment, she has no incentive to convince
33 However, our theory also suggests that it may be possible to overcome cultural inertia through
temporary measures that strongly incentivize new practices; see, e.g., Dupas (2014) for an example.
34 In the psychology literature, some refer to this account of the endowment effect as “motivated taste
change” or the “mere-ownership effect.” See Morwedge and Giblin (2015) and Marzilli-Ericson and Fuster
(2014) for reviews of evidence bearing on the validity of these theories.
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herself that mugs are especially desirable in the first place. We also showed
that our theory is empirically distinguishable from the standard explanation for
endowment effects, which posits reference-dependent preferences along with loss
aversion (Kahneman, Knetsch and Thaler, 1991). Specifically, under our theory,
receiving one mug inflates the WTP for additional mugs commensurately with the
WTA for the first mug. The same implication does not in general follow under
reference-dependence and loss aversion, because additional mugs are not part of
the endowment.35
Proposition 9 has the somewhat unrealistic implication that people change their
worldviews immediately in response to temporary conditions involving restrictions
or opportunities. Next we show that this feature is a consequence of the rather
stark assumption that the duration of the condition is fixed and known. If instead
the duration is uncertain, people change their worldviews gradually rather than
instantaneously. Furthermore, if the condition happens to end before the consumer’s mixed worldview reaches a critical threshold, she returns to her original
outlook. However, if the condition persists long enough, she fully “converts” to
the alternative worldview, and retains that outlook indefinitely. Thus, for example, if an authoritarian regime attempts to impose a change in behavior through
coercion, and if there is also a chance the regime will collapse, people will display
a degree of resistance, acquiescing gradually rather than instantaneously. If the
regime ends sufficiently quickly, people will return to their original views, but a
long-lived oppressive regime can have durable effects on behavior even after it
collapses.
To keep the analysis reasonably simple, we will focus on the two-action twoworldview model and study a temporary restriction that excludes action 2 from
the choice set. The restriction persists from one period to the next with probability 1 − p, and consumers maximize expected utility. Decisions and events unfold
as follows. If the restriction is still in force at the outset of period t, the consumer
(trivially) chooses action 1. Next, she learns whether the restriction will continue
into period t + 1. Conditional on that information, she chooses her mixed worldview for period t + 1. In the event she learns the restriction will remain in force,
she believes it will end in period t + k with probability (1 − p)k−2 p.
We assume that u2 (2) > u1 (1) > max {u2 (1), u1 (2)} (Case 1 of the basic model):
worldview 2 potentially yields the greatest happiness, but it does not happiness
dominate worldview 1. Furthermore, we impose condition (2), so that α∗ <
1. Assuming that worldview 1 (rather than worldview 2) potentially yields the
greatest happiness changes nothing of substance, with one minor exception noted
below.
The following proposition shows that this model gives rise to an MPE wherein
the consumer gradually acquiesces to worldview 1 by adjusting her mixed world35 Notably, Morewedge et al. (2009) conducted a two-mug experiment and obtained results consistent
with our theory. However, the evidence on this point is mixed; see Marzilli-Ericson and Fuster (2011)
who find evidence against what they call “motivated taste changes.”
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view in steps. The MPE policy mapping governing the evolution of the consumer’s
0
worldview belongs to a class of monotonic step functions, denoted M , similar
to those examined in Proposition 3, each of which is characterized by some finite
sequence (α(1) , α(2) , ..., α(κ) ) with α(1) = α∗ > α(2) > ... > α(κ) > 0, and has the
following structure:
 (κ̄−1)
α
if α ∈ [0, α(κ̄) ]




(κ̄−2)

if α ∈ (α(κ̄) , α(κ̄−1) ]

α
..
..
φ(α, 1) = .
.



(1)

α
if α ∈ (α(3) , α(2) ]



1
if α ∈ (α(2) , 1]
The use of this policy function implies that, during the processes of adjustment,
the consumer resists adopting worldview 1 in the hope that the restriction will
end, but nevertheless progressively comes to see things more and more from that
perspective. If the restriction ends soon enough, she returns immediately to her
original worldview. If it persists, she eventually reaches a point at which she gives
up and fully embraces worldview 1. However, in contrast to Proposition 3, she
switches from action 2 to action 1 before making the final leap.36 Once she takes
that leap, she continues to select action 1 and to embrace worldview 1 even after
the restriction ends. In applications involving authoritarian regimes, oppression
without coercion thereby emerges as the ultimate consequence of gradual acquiescence.
PROPOSITION 10: Assume u2 (2) > u1 (1) > max {u2 (1), u1 (2)}. There exists
a stationary MPE for which the policy function governing the evolution of worldviews while the restriction on the availability of action 2 persists is a monotonic
0
step function belonging to the set M . Once the restriction ends, the continuation
equilibrium described in Proposition 1 prevails.
D.

Reconciling large-stakes and small-stakes risk aversion

One of the best-known puzzles in behavioral economics concerns a tension between small-stakes and large-stakes risk aversion. Hansson (1988) and Rabin
(2000) provide calibration results showing that it is impossible to reconcile even
modest risk aversion in the context of small gambles with sensible behavior for
gambles involving large stakes. They show that small-stakes behavior implies a
lower bound on risk aversion for large-stakes gambles, and the implied bound is
unreasonably high. This insight has been widely construed as implying that the
tension between low- and high-stakes risk aversion establishes the empirical rele36 The reason for this difference is that, in the current instance, the last step before full acquiescence is
to α∗ rather than to α. If we had assumed that worldview 1 is happier than worldview 2, then we would
have α∗ < ᾱ, and the consumer would not switch actions until reaching pure worldview 2, analogously
to Proposition 3.
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vance of reference dependence and loss aversion. Here we explore another possible
explanation involving chosen preferences.
Before presenting our formal analysis, we provide a brief intuitive explanation
of our results. We consider a model in which a consumer makes choices with
uncertain material payoffs. Potential worldviews vary according to the importance
they attach to materialism (e.g., “money can’t buy happiness” versus “anyone who
says that money can’t buy happiness doesn’t know where to shop”). We capture
this variation through a parameter, θ. An increase in θ makes the consumer
more materialistic, in the sense that the utility associated with a high payoff rises
while the utility associated with a low payoff declines. Under this assumption, no
worldview generally happiness-dominates another. We write the utility associated
with worldview θ and payout x as U (x, θ). We assume the consumer can modify
her worldview at some fixed (psychological) cost after learning her payoff. In
our simple model, any revision she decides to undertake maximizes her ex post
happiness. Thus, when she receives a high payoff, she adjusts her θ upward,
whereas if she receives a low payoff, she adjusts her θ downward.
It is easiest to build intuition for this setting by focusing on the special case
in which the consumer is perfectly mindset-flexible (λ = 0). Suppose for the
moment that worldview modifications involve no other costs. Then the consumer
is necessarily less risk averse than she would be if her worldview (θ) were fixed.
To understand why, consider Figure 4, Panel A. Since the consumer is free to set
θ ex post, she chooses the value θ̄(x) that delivers the greatest utility given her
payoff x. As a result, the ex post utility she actually experiences corresponds to
the upper envelope of all her possible fixed-worldview utility functions. Because
the upper envelope is necessarily less concave than the functions from which it
is derived, the consumer’s ability to change her worldview makes her less risk
averse. Indeed, as shown in Panel B, the upper envelope may even be convex,
which means her flexibility makes her risk-loving. As we show below, all of these
conclusions carry over to situations with imperfect mindset flexibility (λ ∈ (0, 1)),
though the quantitative impact on risk aversion is muted.
Now consider the effect of introducing a positive fixed cost of worldview modifications. If the optimal worldview for the realized payoff turns out to be close to
the consumer’s initial worldview, she won’t be inclined to change it. Assuming
her initial worldview is already calibrated to her level of material well-being, realizations in small-stakes lotteries will be too small to induce her to change θ. As a
result, a fixed-worldview utility function governs her small-stakes risk aversion. In
contrast, realizations in lotteries with sufficiently large stakes will generally induce
her to optimize θ ex post, which means the upper envelope governs large-stakes
risk aversion. Because the curvature of the fixed-worldview utility functions does
not tie down the curvature of the upper envelope, our theory effectively de-couples
large-stakes and small-stakes risk aversion, except that the latter places an upper
bound on the former.
We formalize this intuition as follows. Consider a consumer who potentially
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Figure 4. : Large-stakes and small-stakes risk aversion

faces choices involving gambles. She derives ex post happiness from her consumption, x ≥ 0, which depends on her worldview as follows:
U (x, θ) =

θx1−α
− C(θ),
1−α

where α > 0 (excluding unity) and C is strictly increasing and continuous. As
described above, the parameter θ rotates the consumer’s utility function to reflect the importance she attaches to material payoffs. We adopt the following
functional form for C:
kθη
C(θ) =
η
with η 6= 0.
Decisions and events unfold in three stages:
Stage 1: The consumer starts out with materialism parameter θ1 . She learns
that she has various lottery options available and makes a choice.
Stage 2: After learning the payoff from the lottery, the consumer chooses θ2 .
Stage 3: The consumer experiences ex post happiness based on θ2 . If θ2 6= θ1 ,
she also incurs a utility penalty of c > 0. We interpret c as a fixed psychological
cost of changing worldviews. We mentioned these costs briefly in Section I, but
up to this point have assumed them away.37
37 Our analysis generalizes to cases in which these costs are given by some increasing function
Γ |θ1 − θ2 |, provided (i) limz↓0 Γ(z) > 0, so that even small changes in worldviews entail non-negligible
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In stages 1 and 2, the consumer maximizes the expectation of her realized utility,
placing weight λ on her current evaluation of the outcome, and weight 1 − λ on
her future valuation. Because there are no stage 2 or 3 choices other than θ, the
consumer tries to maximize ex post happiness when changing her worldview. In
other words, she chooses θ2 to solve maxθ0 U (x, θ0 ). We will use θ̄(x) to denote the
corresponding maximizer. Considering the psychic cost associated with changing
underlying attitudes, the consumer adopts a new worldview in stage 2 iff


(1 − λ) U (x, θ̄(x)) − U (x, θ1 ) > c
We also assume the consumer’s initial worldview resulted from optimization
within a stable environment that did not include the lottery currently under consideration. Accordingly, using y to denote her anticipated income in the absence
of the lottery, her initial worldview satisfies θ1 = θ̄(y).
The following proposition shows that U (x, θ1 ) governs decisions involving smallstakes gambles, but that the following objective function governs the evaluation
of large-stake gambles:
W (x) = λU (x, θ1 ) + (1 − λ)U (x, θ̄(x))
It also characterizes risk aversion for W .38 In particular, for any utility function
u, the degree of relative risk aversion at x is defined as
ru (x) = −

xu00 (x)
u0 (x)

Notice that rU (x) = α for all x – in other words, U is a CRRA utility function.
For notational convenience, we will use rŪ (x) to denote the degree of relative
risk aversion for the function U (x, θ̄(x)). This quantity is of interest because, for
small λ, it approximates rW (x), the degree of relative risk aversion for large-stake
gambles.
PROPOSITION 11: (i) For α < 1 (low risk aversion), θ̄(x) is an interior solution iff k > 0 and η > 1 (case (a)). For α > 1 (high risk aversion), θ̄(x) is an
interior solution iff k < 0, and η < 1 (case (b)). In both of these cases, for any
y, there exists c̄ > 0 (c̄ = +∞ in case (a)) with the following property: for any
c < c̄ we can select finite numbers σL , σS with σL ≥ σS such that consumer does
not change her worldview if |x − y| < σS (“small stakes”) and does change her
worldview if |x − y| > σL (“large stakes”).
(ii) In both cases (a) and (b): When all payoffs involve small stakes, choices
over lotteries are governed by U (x, θ1 ), and the degree of relative risk aversion is
costs, and (ii) Γ (z) does not increase too rapidly with z. Condition (i) is required to ensure that the
consumer does not change worldviews after receiving small payoffs. Condition (ii) is required to ensure
that she changes her worldview sufficiently when she receives large payoffs.
38 As noted above, W does not apply when x is sufficiently close to y. However, when evaluating
large-stakes gambles, one can proceed as if W applies globally.
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α. When all payoffs involve large stakes, choices over lotteries are governed by
W (x), and the degree of relative risk aversion at any payoff x, rW (x), is strictly
increasing in λ, and can take on any value between rŪ (x) = αη−1
η−1 (which is
strictly less than α) and α, depending on the value of λ. Furthermore, rŪ (x) can
take on any value between −∞ (infinite risk attraction) and α (small-stakes risk
aversion), depending on the value of η.
To illustrate the proposition’s implications, suppose α = 21 and η = 2. In that
case, as the consumer approaches perfect mindset flexibility, she becomes riskneutral for large-stakes gambles: rW (x) → 0 for all x. With intermediate mindset
flexibility, her risk aversion reflects a blend of risk aversion of degree α, and risk
neutrality.
The comparative statics of large-stakes risk aversion with respect to the parameters λ and η are intuitive. Greater mindset flexibility (lower λ) decreases risk
aversion because it shifts weight from fixed-worldview to flexible-worldview utility, and the latter function is, as we have noted, less concave. Greater curvature
of the C(θ) function (higher values of η) imply that utility functions with large
values of θ overtake functions with low values of θ only at high levels of x. Hence,
the flexibility to switch between worldviews increases the second derivative of W
(and thus reduces risk aversion below α) to a smaller degree when η is larger.
As we have emphasized, our theory almost completely decouples small-stakes
and large-stakes risk aversion. The only connection is that the former provides
an upper bound for the latter. Thus, we resolve the puzzle raised by Hansson
(1988) and Rabin (2000) without invoking reference dependence and loss aversion.
Moreover, our resolution is robust with respect to the introduction of random
variation in y (“background risk”), provided a meaningful portion of that variation
involves stakes that are too low to motivate a change of worldview. In contrast,
if one assumes that a loss-averse consumer evaluates prospects relative to a single
reference point, the rationalization of small-stakes risk aversion in settings with
background risk requires an additional “patch” such as the assumption of narrow
framing.
E.

Polarization

The degree of polarization within the American public has been the subject of
much commentary and research (see, e.g., Boxell, Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2017).
Americans are sharply divided on a variety of issues, particular those offering
binary choices. In such settings, the public must of course divide itself between
the “pros” and the “cons,” but one might nevertheless expect the perceived utility
differential to have a single-peaked distribution. On the contrary, the distribution
often appears to have two peaks, one at the extreme positive end of the spectrum
and one at the extreme negative end. As a result, the two camps frequently
exhibit a complete lack of understanding and sympathy for each others’ positions,
and they tend to characterize their differences in terms of good and evil. As
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an example, consider the phenomenon of “mommy wars” (Steiner, 2007). Many
women perceive that they face a binary choice between having a career and staying
at home to raise their children. A debate rages over the “right” choice for the
“good mother,” with much anger on both sides.
Our theory provides a potential explanation for these types of polarization
phenomena. As we established in Section II.A, there is a robust tendency within
this framework for people to adopt pure worldviews that credit only one point
of view, rather than mixed worldviews that credit many. Polarization follows
directly from this tendency.
To illustrate, we reinterpret the basic two-worldview, two-action model of Section II.A as an account of the “mommy wars.” Specifically, suppose worldview
1 emphasizes the importance of having a career, while worldview 2 stresses the
value of raising a family. Correspondingly, action 1 involves holding a full-time
job outside the home, while action 2 involves staying at home with children. Action 1 is optimal under worldview 1, and action 2 is optimal under worldview 2.39
Consider a population for which the distribution of α is initially single-peaked and
concentrated on the interior of the unit interval. The population may be heterogeneous in other respects (in other words, with respect to ui (j), λ, and δ), with
some grand CDF, F , governing the joint distribution of all relevant parameters.
According to Proposition 1 and 3, the population will migrate toward the two
extremes, in some cases quickly and in others gradually (depending on whether
one worldview happiness-dominates the other in the eyes of any particular individual). Ultimately, the entire distribution of worldviews will collapse to two
atoms, one at worldview 1 and worldview 2, with actions to match.40 Those who
pursue careers and those who stay at home to raise children will both rationalize
their experience by adopting a worldview under which their choice is virtuous and
the alternative is not.
Might this polarization result be an artificial consequence of the stark assumption that there are only two pure worldviews? That is in fact not the case:
our conclusions extend directly to settings with a continuum of pure worldviews.
Imagine that people derive happiness from two goods, x and y, a “home good”
and a “career good.” Here we posit that for all values of ρ in some interval
[ρ1 , ρ2 ] (with ρ1 < ρ2 ), there is a pure worldview that generates the utility function V (x, y; ρ) = ρv(x) + (1 − ρφ)w(y) (where φ parametrizes the rate at which
the weight on career goods declines as weight shifts to home goods). We also
suppose that non-convexities in opportunity sets force women to choose between
a career-oriented bundle, (x1 , y1 ), and a home-oriented bundle, (x2 , y2 ). Defining
ui (j) = ρi v(xj ) + (1 − ρi φ)w(yj ), we see that this model fits within our original
39 To be clear, our conclusions do not depend on which worldview is happier (that is, on whether u (1)
1
or u2 (2) is greater).
40 Specifically, those for whom worldview 1 happiness-dominates worldview 2 would migrate to worldview 1 (by Proposition 1), those for whom worldview 2 happiness-dominates worldview 1 would migrate
to worldview 2 (again by Proposition 1), and all others would migrate to one of the two pure worldviews
depending on their preference parameters and initial worldview (by Proposition 3).
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framework, except that it adds the intermediate worldviews. However, for any
ρ ∈ (ρ1 , ρ2 ) and j = 1, 2, we have V (xj , yj ; ρ) = αρ u1 (j) + (1 − αρ ) u2 (j), where
−ρ
∈ (0, 1). Thus, mixtures of the two extreme (pure) worldviews render
αρ ≡ ρρ22−ρ
1
the existence of all other intermediate (pure) worldviews redundant. It follows
that the introduction of the latter into the model changes nothing of substance.
IV.

Related Literature

As we mentioned in the introduction, this paper is not the first to envision
settings in which people choose their preferences. Most notably, in Akerlof and
Kranton’s (2000) theory of identity, people choose among “narratives,” which are
analogous to our notion of worldviews. One can think of their model as a static
version of ours wherein the consumer has perfect mindset flexibility (λ = 0).
Because imperfect mindset flexibility creates the dynamics upon which we have
focused, it is central to almost all of our results. The overlap between our formal
analyses is therefore minimal. We would characterize the relationship between
our work and that of Rotemberg (1994), Becker and Mulligan (1997), Ng and
Wang (2001), and Palacios-Huerta and Santos (2004) similarly. Welsch (2005)
explores the tension between initial and adopted preferences, but his analysis is
also static. As a result, he does not consider the dynamic inconsistencies that
arise in settings wherein adopted preferences govern the selection of subsequent
preferences, which is the central focus of our analysis.
A related set of models examine the intergenerational transmission of preferences under the assumption that each generation shapes the preferences of its successor; see, for example, Bisin and Verdier (2001), Tabellini (2008), and Doepke
and Zilibotti (2017). Because these analyses depict the preferences of any particular generation as fixed once chosen, they focus on an entirely different set of
applications and issues. Still, as a formal matter, there is obviously an equivalence between choosing preferences for the next generation and for the next “self.”
However, these studies do not focus on a formal counterpart to mindset flexibility,
or on the dynamics it generates.
Another related line of research concerns the choice of expectations rather than
preferences; see Brunnermeier and Parker (2005) and Benabou and Tirole (2016).
One can of course think of beliefs as an aspect of preferences. That said, there
are important formal differences between our framework and the ones developed
in these papers. For example, in Brunnermeier and Parker’s theory, people care
about outcomes evaluated according to the true probabilities and the probabilities
they choose to believe. In our framework, there is no counterpart to correct
beliefs. Instead, people care about outcomes evaluated according to their current
worldview and their future worldview, which subsequently becomes their current
worldview. This process gives rise to dynamics not present in existing models of
chosen expectations.
Other lines of literature are more distant from our theory, but are nevertheless
related. Some studies depict preference evolution as a mechanical phenomenon,
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rather than a chosen one; see, e.g., Bowles (1998), Bar-Gill and Fershtman (2005),
and Ashraf and Bandiera (2017). Mechanical models of habit formation, such as
Becker and Murphy (1988), fall within this broad category. There is also a connection between our work and Ostling (2009), who endogenizes moral values. To
some extent, our analysis of multiple worldviews recalls other settings in which decision makers entertain multiple objectives, such as Kalai, Rubinstein and Spiegler
(2002). Finally, as we have noted, the simple model of chosen preferences developed in Section I invokes a preference structure resembling the one employed in
the Loewenstein, O’Donoghue and Rabin (2003) model of projection bias. As a
formal matter, we depart from their framework by making the mixed worldview
an object of choice.
V.

Conclusions

We have developed a theory of preference formation that treats preferences
as reflections of chosen worldviews. A key element of the theory is that, when
preferences change, there is a tension between evaluating future (or past) consequences according to the current worldview and the worldview prevailing when
those consequences materialize. The relative weight assigned to each reflects the
decision maker’s mindset flexibility. Intermediate degrees of mindset flexibility
give rise to time inconsistency. Our analysis shows that the theory generates
rich predictions concerning dynamic behavior. We have argued that the framework provides a useful unifying lens for understanding choices in a wide variety
of diverse practical applications.
A natural criticism of our theory is that it involves “too many degrees of freedom.” While we appreciate this concern, we see our theory as a framework for
building more specific models of applied phenomena by adding structure. Analogous concerns arise in the context of theories that envision reference-dependent
utility. Without a theory of reference points, such theories are notoriously hard to
test, and yet the notion of reference points has proven useful in a variety of applications. It is also important to recognize that, even without additional structure,
our theory has testable implications. First, at any moment in time, preferences
are fixed, so behavior should respect standard axioms. Second, our theory has the
strong implication that preference changes give rise to time inconsistency. Third,
it implies that preferences should adapt to anticipated constraints. The last two
implications clearly distinguish our theory from models in which preferences appear to evolve due to intertemporal complementarities and substitutabilities.
Another potential criticism of our theory is that we have not provided a fully
satisfactory answer to our opening question, what determines preferences? In a
sense, we have simply pushed that question back one level by introducing exogenous preferences that depend on chosen worldviews as well as chosen actions. We
accept this characterization while nevertheless maintaining that our analysis provides useful insights into the evolution of the preferences over actions that prevail
at each moment in time.
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Many other applications are potentially worth pursuing. For example, in an earlier draft of this paper (Bernheim et al., 2019), we noted that our theory provides
a potential explanation for the observation that people become “set in their ways”
and resistant to change as they age (Blau, 1973). Our explanation follows from
the assumption that, at each moment in time, people care about past experiences
in addition to current and future experiences. As time passes, these experiences
create “memory capital.” Because memory capital reflects past actions chosen
to serve past objectives, its psychological value declines when someone changes
their worldview. Older people have greater memory capital, and hence more to
lose from changing their worldviews. Redefining success and failure is relatively
“cheap” for the young, but to the elderly it can imply a wasted life. As a second
example, we would point to the work of Atkin (2013), which suggests that theories
of preference endogeneity may contribute to our understanding of international
trade.
In closing, we would highlight three potential directions for future research.
First, we have largely ignored issues pertaining to the generation of worldviews.
Society’s menu of available worldviews expands as a result of both cross-cultural
contact and “worldview entrepreneurship.” The latter phenomenon manifests itself most visibly through cults and offshoot religions. Modeling this entrepreneurship phenomenon would be of significant interest. Second, it is important to
develop a better understanding of the process through which people internalize
chosen worldviews and the costs of doing so. Arguably, the purpose of much
psychotherapy is to help people identify and then assimilate happier worldviews;
in some cases, there may also be an element of invention. Finally, our analysis
has been completely silent on the critical issue of welfare. Preference endogeneity
raises challenging normative questions; see, e.g., the discussions in Elster (1983),
Nussbaum (2001), and Baber (2007). For example, how should one evaluate welfare in the context of applications involving oppression without coercion, as in
Section III.C? Are women in gender-oppressive cultures who prefer to wear the
burqa making optimal choices, or are they undermining their own well-being?
To the extent one interprets preference endogeneity as reflecting intertemporal
complementarities and substitutabilities, there is no scope within choice-based
welfare analysis for declaring such decisions sub-optimal. In contrast, because
our framework depicts preference endogeneity as giving rise to dynamic inconsistency, it accommodates the view that the optimality of a given action depends
on the evaluator’s perspective. A mechanical application of the Bernheim and
Rangel (2009) framework for choice-oriented behavioral welfare economics is certainly feasible, but may not prove discerning without further elaboration and
refinement.
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